The SMN is a leading educational forum for people
engaged in expanding horizons in science, medicine,
spirituality and consciousness.
JOIN US! in our journey to create a transformative
world view for the 21st century...
and take advantage of all these member benefits

• Free access to all videos from our ongoing webinars
programme – and discounts on live events

• Three, free, weekly Zoom calls for dialogue, social
engagement and meditation

• An exciting social platform for networking with
members and event attendees
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• Our 76-page print journal, Paradigm Explorer, sent
three times a year, and available as a PDF

Plus more, details below....

Our educational webinars programme is designed to inspire and engage.
Event recordings are a member benefit (live events are charged)
Here are just a few of our recent events...

Our three weekly community Zoom calls are a great way to explore
and discuss particular areas of interest – and to meditate together

The SMN Virtual Bar with Paul Kieniewicz
• Every Friday • 6:30 to 7:45 pm (BST)
Paul writes: ‘Until the pandemic passes and we resume our
physical meetings, I’m proposing a regular virtual bar where
SMN members can meet online.Come, bring a glass of wine
or one of your favourite cocktails – or a cup of tea – and we
can share some of our recent insights together.’

Into the Stillness with Peter Fenwick
• Every Sunday • 6:00 to 6:45 pm (BST)
Meditation has always played an important role in the
Network, and not only at our conferences. All our founders
were regular meditators, and George Blaker even had a special
‘blue room’ dedicated to this practice. Peter will conduct these
sessions from his house in the Highlands of Scotland.

Members’ Dialogue with Paul Filmore
• Every Monday • 6:00 to 7:30 pm (BST)
Paul writes: ‘These sessions aim to utilise the diversity of thought and
wisdom that Network members have in profusion. Positive thoughts will
be captured on our social platform, Tribe. Themes include: mind-sets,
creativity, peace, community, change, resilience, positivity, co-creation.’

Our social networking space provides a
place for members, and non-members,
to interact in a number of different
ways. There are different groups and
topics, including areas for our
community calls, and each new webinar
we have creates a new opportunity for
discussion.

Our Network publications and podcasts are free for members

Our 76-page educational
journal, Paradigm Explorer
(available in print and in
PDF), is a great place to find
in-depth articles, latest
book reviews and personal
accounts. And our regular
PDF newsletter, Towards a
New Renaissance, features
opinions and article and
video recommendations.

The Bookcast and the Book Briefing with David Lorimer
• A regular podcast on RedCircle and a monthly Zoom call •
David writes: ‘The Bookcast is a podcast recording one or two of
the many book reviews I have published in Paradigm Explorer.
And every month I hold a special call - the Book Briefing - to
discuss books I am currently reading and my reflections on them.’

JOIN US! Choose a membership option that suits you below...
We are delighted that you
are considering taking out
a membership with the
Scientific and Medical
Network and look forward
to seeing you online or in
a call soon.

Click on a square to go
to our website for more
details and to complete the
sign-up process.

Standard
Annual:
£60 per year

Standard
Monthly:
£5 per month

Print + online version of
the journal included

Print + online version of
the journal included

Concessionary
Annual:
£40 per year

Concessionary
Monthly:
£3.35 per month

Online version of the
journal included

Online version of the
journal included

